Recent molecular dynamics simulations of the growth of ͓Ni 0.8 Fe 0.2 /Au͔ multilayers have revealed the formation of misfit-strain-reducing dislocation structures very similar to those observed experimentally. Here we report similar simulations showing the formation of edge dislocations near the interfaces of vapor-deposited ͑111͒ ͓NiFe/CoFe/Cu͔ multilayers. Unlike misfit dislocations that accommodate lattice mismatch, the dislocation structures observed here increase the mismatch strain energy. Stop-action observations of the dynamically evolving atomic structures indicate that during deposition on the ͑111͒ surface of a fcc lattice, adatoms may occupy either fcc sites or hcp sites. This results in the random formation of fcc and hcp domains, with dislocations at the domain boundaries. These dislocations enable atoms to undergo a shift from fcc to hcp sites, or vice versa. These shifts lead to missing atoms, and therefore a later deposited layer can have missing planes compared to a previously deposited layer. This dislocation formation mechanism can create tensile stress in fcc films. The probability that such dislocations are formed was found to quickly diminish under energetic deposition conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multilayer structures composed of thin ͑ϳ30-50 Å͒ ferromagnetic metal layers ͑nickel, iron, cobalt, or their alloys͒ separated by thin ͑ϳ20 Å͒ conductive spacer layers ͑copper or copper alloys͒ exhibit giant magnetoresistance ͑GMR͒. 1 Due to an oscillatory exchange interaction that propagates through the nonmagnetic spacer layer, antiparallel alignment of the magnetic moments of the layers on both sides of the spacer layer occurs at certain discrete spacer layer thicknesses. 2 At these discrete spacer layer thicknesses, the antiferromagnetically aligned multilayers exhibit a relatively high electrical resistance because electrons with any spin scatter off one or other of the spacer/magnetic layer interfaces. When an external magnetic field brings the magnetic moments of the ferromagnetic layers into parallel alignment, less scattering will occur for at least half of the electrons ͑if the spin directions of electrons are equally divided͒. The material then has a relatively low electrical resistance.
GMR multilayers of this type must have a uniform spacer thickness to result in ideal magnetic coupling. 3 Interdiffusion between adjacent layers needs to be avoided. For example, if nickel atoms diffuse into the copper spacer layer ͑or vice versa͒, the magnetic moment alignment of the nickel is locally lost, creating a magnetic dead zone. 4 These mixed atoms also become centers for spin-independent scattering that reduces the GMR ratio. 5 Iron or cobalt atoms that diffuse into copper can have an even worse effect because they will maintain their moments and cause spin-flip scattering. 5 To achieve the full potential of these structures, the multilayers must have atomically smooth chemically separated interfaces. They also need to contain a minimum of other electron scattering structural defects. [5] [6] [7] The growth of nanoscale multilayers often introduces significant stresses and dislocation densities due to the lattice mismatch between the different layers. 8 Little attention has been paid to these dislocations in GMR multilayers, even though their existence may have significant consequences for magnetotransport. First, stresses and dislocations are interrelated and often interact to affect the growth mode. Examples include the spiral growth along a screw-type dislocation normal to the growth surface 9 and stress-driven surface roughening. 10 Because dislocations can pin the motion of magnetic domain walls, 11 they can directly affect GMR effects. Magnetoelastic effects can also be important if large stresses exist in the layers. It should be realized that the motion of a dislocation across an interface can cause an atomic step to form on the interface. This is equivalent to an increase in atomic roughness.
The formation of misfit dislocations during the epitaxial growth of films has been extensively investigated using a continuum mechanics approach. 8, 12, 13 When a crystalline film is epitaxially deposited on a crystalline substrate, differences in the lattice parameters of the deposited film and the substrate can be accommodated by an elastic strain. For significant lattice mismatches, this elastic strain results in a large biaxial stress in the deposited film. As the film thickness increases, the elastic strain energy becomes larger, and at a critical film thickness the system energy can be reduced by introducing misfit ͑edge͒ dislocations. 8 These misfit dislocations, when aligned along the substrate/deposit interface, create extra planes and increase the lateral dimension of the layer with the smaller lattice parameter. This provides a mechanism to accommodate the misfit strain and reduce the misfit stress. Misfit dislocations can form immediately upon vapor deposition, or they can be introduced by plastic flow after a certain thickness of the layer has been deposited. An equilibrium theory of misfit dislocations in thin films was first proposed by van der Merwe in the 1960s, 14 and has since been significantly embellished. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] These theories established both the equilibrium configurations of misfit dislocations and their formation mechanisms. However, they do not address the nonequilibrium dislocations that can be incorporated during film growth because of kinetic constraints upon the atomic assembly processes.
In a continuum mechanics, a crystal lattice is coarse grained into an equivalent continuum medium. Such an approach is unable to address the complex atomic assembly processes during deposition of a thin film. Densities of defects such as vacancies, stacking faults, and dislocations can be significantly different from those predicted by equilibrium theories when insufficient time is available to ''equilibrate'' the local structure as deposition progresses. 12, 28, 29 The defect density is highly sensitive to the precise details of the various atomic assembly events. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] For GMR systems of interest here, it is now possible to realistically simulate the dislocation formation mechanisms during kinetically constrained crystal growth using atomistic simulation approaches. A molecular dynamics simulation has recently been used to simulate the growth of Au/Ni 0.8 Fe 0.2 multilayers. 35 The approach predicted the formation of misfit dislocations on both the Au-on-Ni 0.8 Fe 0.2 and the Ni 0.8 Fe 0.2 -on-Au interfaces. The dislocation type and spacing were found to be in good agreement with experimental observations. 36 The study also provided more insights into the atomistic origins of misfit dislocation nucleation. Au/Ni 0.8 Fe 0.2 multilayers are an example of a system with a very large lattice mismatch ͑ϳ15%͒, which promotes the direct formation of misfit dislocations at interfaces during vapor deposition. For systems with a lower lattice mismatch grown under kinetically constrained conditions, misfit dislocations are less likely to form. Here we report a dislocation formation mechanism that would be unexpected from a continuum mechanics analysis. It was observed in molecular dynamics simulations of the vapor deposition of a lower-lattice-mismatch ͓NiFe/CoFe/Cu͔ multilayer system.
II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
Unlike the continuum assumption, a real crystal is composed of discrete atoms located at certain lattice sites. These atoms are held together by their interatomic interactions to form a solid crystal. If an adatom is deposited on a surface, it interacts with other atoms in the crystal. This interaction then defines an array of sites on the surface that gives either global or local minimum for the total energy of the system. These sites define new lattice sites. During vapor deposition, however, some of the local-energy-minimizing sites may not belong to the perfect lattice and are defective sites. Upon deposition, adatoms can occupy either lattice or defective sites, although defective sites usually become energetically unfavorable as additional atoms are deposited. Atom vibration allows atoms to jump from one site to another through thermal activation. The jump frequency depends on temperature and the energy barrier along the jump path. Typically, the energy barriers along the jump paths on the surface are smaller than those in the bulk. As a result, surface atoms are much more mobile than bulk atoms. The atomic structure obtained during deposition is then a result of a combination of which sites the adatoms initially land on and how surface atoms jump before they are buried into the bulk by later deposited atoms. The deposition rate contributes to the structure evolution because it determines the time available for atoms to jump while located on the surface. Because many surface jump paths with different activation barriers are encountered, and the population of such paths depends upon the local atomic configuration, the atomic assembly during deposition is a very complicated process to understand. 34 Defects can be easily formed during deposition. For instance, a surface asperity can create incident atom flux shadow on the surface, promoting the formation of surface roughness and voids when other surface atoms are not mobile enough to migrate to the shadowed regions. 30 If atoms that are initially deposited into the defective sites are buried within the bulk before they can hop out of these sites, various defects can form, including twins, dislocations, and grain boundaries. The energy carried by the incident adatoms can assist structure modification of the deposited films. For instance, the latent heat release during an atom's condensation together with dissipation of the remote kinetic energy of the adatom can both contribute to a local thermal spike on the surface during adatom impact. 31 This local thermal spike can induce ''extra'' local surface reconstruction, above that expected by purely thermal activation, and it can result in surface flattening and mixing of atoms across interfaces during the growth of multilayers.
32 High-energy adatoms impacting a smooth surface at an oblique angle can also skip on the surface for a long distance before come to rest. 31 Depending on the incident angle, hyperthermal energy adatoms can be reflected or cause resputtering. 33 A molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulation approach can realistically capture all the atomistic assembly processes described above and to provide accurate mechanisms for dislocation formation.
In MD, a real crystal is simulated. By defining the forces between atoms using an interatomic potential, and by assigning an initial velocity distribution to all the atoms based on the simulated temperature, Newton's equations of motion are then used to obtain positions of all atoms as a function of time. The results provide information about the atom vibration and atom jumping. For vapor deposition, the initial crystal is used as a substrate. Periodic boundary conditions are typically used for the two in-plane ͑growth surface͒ coordinate directions to minimize the effect of small length scales in these two directions. To simulate the free ͑growth͒ surface, a free boundary condition is used for the third coordinate direction. Vapor deposition can be simply simulated by continuously injecting adatoms toward one of the free surfaces of the crystal at a frequency determined by the deposition rate. Because MD simulations solve for atom vibrations, the time step must be less than the shortest lattice vibration period ͑typically around 10 Ϫ15 s). Consequently, an accelerated rate of deposition is normally used in order to deposit enough atoms in the available computational time to reveal structural features. To prevent the simulated crystal from shifting due to the momentum transfer during adatom impact, several monolayers of atoms at the other free surface are fixed.
Newton's equation of motion preserves the total energy. The initial kinetic energy of hot adatoms together with their latent heat release during condensation then causes a continuous increase of temperature in the simulated crystal. To simulate an isothermal deposition like that encountered in experiments, damping forces can be applied to atoms in a selected ''isothermal'' region below the surface. 32 The sign of the damping force is chosen to increase the atom velocities when the run time temperature is lower than the desired temperature. Otherwise it is chosen to reduce the atom velocities. This approach ensures that the atomistic events at the surface are purely determined by Newton's equation of motion, and the energy created at the free surface due to adatom impact is naturally conducted to the isothermal region, where it is dissipated. To provide a stable heat sink during accelerated rate deposition, the isothermal region can be propagated during simulation to keep pace with the movement of the surface ͑growth͒ front.
The accuracy of MD simulations critically depends on the interatomic potential. For studying dislocation formation in lattice-mismatched systems, the potentials must accurately predict lattice constants, elastic constants, cohesive energies, and the vacancy formation energies. One such potential is based upon the embedded atom method ͑EAM͒ originally developed by Daw and Baskes. 37 In addition to a pairwise energy term, the EAM efficiently incorporates the manybody dependence of the potentials by an embedding energy term. As a result, EAM potentials well describe the properties such as lattice and elastic constants, cohesive energies, and the vacancy formation energies of close-packed transition metals.
The EAM potential for a monatomic element is invariant to a transformation in which a term linear in the electron density is added or subtracted from the embedding energy function as long as an appropriate adjustment is made to the pairwise term. 38 Thus, the many monatomic EAM functions developed by different authors may appear different, but are in fact similar upon transformation. This additional freedom of elemental potentials, however, affects the predicted alloy properties when they are combined to study alloys. 38 This means that the monatomic potentials cannot be simply used to model alloys unless they are normalized to a unique state. By specifically fitting the parameters of the EAM potentials to alloy properties ͑such as the heat of solution͒, ''alloy'' EAM potentials have been devised for some alloys. [39] [40] [41] However, most of these alloy potentials are of restricted utility and cannot be simply combined with other published EAM potentials to study other alloys. A recently developed alloy EAM potential database of sufficient generality has enabled alloy potentials from as many as 16 metals ͑Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, Pt, Al, Pb, Fe, Mo, Ta, W, Mg, Co, Ti, and Zr͒ to be created from normalized elemental potentials. 42, 43 This potential database was recently modified and is described in Appendix A. It has been successfully applied to simulate the deposition of a number of metal multilayer systems. 30, 32, 42 The MD simulations reported here utilized this set of alloy EAM potentials.
III. OBSERVATIONS OF DISLOCATION FORMATION
The MD simulation approach described above was used to investigate the growth of (10 Å)Co 90 Fe 10 / (20 Å)Ni 82 Fe 18 /(20 Å)Co 90 Fe 10 on a ͑111͒ Cu substrate, Fig. 1 . This multilayer structure is similar to the ones widely utilized in GMR structures. 44 The initial Cu substrate had 68 (22 0) planes in the x direction, three ͑111͒ planes in the y ͑growth͒ direction, and 24 (2 2 4) planes in the z direction.
To simplify observation of possible edge-type misfit dislocations, the x direction was chosen to be in line with the Burgers vector of a typical ͓(a/2)͗110͔͘ unit dislocation in a fcc structure. A MD algorithm that allows the periodic lengths to change was used. The simulations were performed at a substrate temperature of 300 K. The vapor atoms were injected perpendicular to the growth surface. The frequency of vapor atom addition corresponded to a growth rate of 10 nm/ns. Due to the computational expense of MD simulations, the simulated deposition time was limited to 500 ps. It should be noted that, although the resulting accelerated deposition rate reduces the time for defects to anneal out, the high flux of adatoms exaggerates the energy ͑temperature͒ accumulation at the free surface region. Recent analysis of this phenomenon indicated that the vibrationally excited surface is able to activate atomic jumps that would not have occurred in a purely isothermal environment, 31 and so the high deposition rate significantly accelerates the annealing of defects. This effect has also been utilized to develop accelerated molecular dynamics methods. 45, 46 Exaggerated deposition rate and surface temperature to some degree compensate, and hence the MD algorithm used may be a reasonable approximation to lowergrowth-rate conditions.
Various incident atom energies were explored. Figure 1 was obtained using a low ͑thermalized͒ adatom energy of 0.2 eV. In the figure, the blue, gray, pink, and orange balls represent Ni, Fe, Co, and Cu atoms, respectively. Dislocations are present in the structure, but they can be difficult to identify. To more clearly reveal these dislocations, twodimensional atomic arrays were examined. Two regions marked ''1'' and ''2'' in Fig. 1 were selected for this analysis. All the x-y atomic planes in these two regions were projected into two-dimensional figures shown, respectively, in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 3. Note that the colors are now used to distinguish different monolayers instead of different atom species. Figures 2͑a͒ and 3 show the extensive edge ͑extra half plane͒ dislocations aligned parallel to the interface. Two dislocations are found near the CoFe-on-Cu interface ͑region 1͒. Two others are found five monolayers above the CoFe-on-Cu interface ͑region 2͒.
The nature of the dislocations observed in region 1 of Fig.  1 was further analyzed. Three adjacent ͑111͒ monolayers A, B, and C, colored with purple, red, and yellow, respectively, in Fig. 2͑a͒ , were viewed from the y ͑growth͒ direction. The ͑111͒ plan view of these three monolayers is presented in Fig. 2͑b͒ . By tracing purple atoms from left to right, it can be seen from Fig. 2͑b͒ that they first undergo a shift from fcc to hcp sites at the location of the left dislocation shown in Fig.  2͑a͒ . They then undergo a shift from hcp to fcc sites at the position of the right dislocation in Fig. 2͑a͒ . This creates a stacking-faulted region bounded by fcc lattices at the left and right. The vectors for the two lattice shifts are identified as (a/6)͓12 1͔ and (a/6)͓21 1 ͔ as shown in Fig. 2 ͑a is the lattice constant in this region͒. These two shifts result in two missing half (22 0) planes in the crystal above the red atoms, giving rise to a net Burgers vector of (a/2)͓11 0͔. Hence, the two dislocations observed are partials, (a/6)͓12 1͔ and (a/6)͓21 1 ͔. These two partials can be viewed as dissociated from a unit dislocation (a/2)͓11 0͔.
Using atomistic simulation, Appendix B calculates the line energy of the (a/6)͗112͘ dislocation in nickel as a function of the depth of dislocation below the surface. The results are shown in Fig. 5 below. Figure 5 indicates that, as the overlayer thickness increases, the dislocation line energy increases and quickly approaches a saturation value. The line energy is about 0.15 eV/Å when the dislocation is about one monolayer below the surface, and reaches about 0.4 eV/Å when the dislocation is about 10 monolayers ͑ML͒ below the surface.
To explore the effects of the incident atom energy upon the formation and retention of the dislocations shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the growth of the same multilayers was simulated using remote adatom kinetic energies from 0.1 to 5.0 eV. The results indicated that formation of these dislocations was sensitive to the adatom's kinetic energy. Dislocations were readily formed and retained for energies below 2.0 eV. However, no dislocations were observed when the incident atom energy was increased above 2.0 eV. Real films have much larger length scales than the simulated system. As a result, dislocations might still form at relatively high energies. Nevertheless, these results suggest that the density of such dislocations will be much lower under the high-energy deposition conditions encountered during, say, low-pressure magnetron or ion beam deposition.
IV. MISMATCH STRAIN ACCOMMODATION
Figures 2 and 3 indicate that during high-growth-rate, low-temperature deposition, edge-type dislocations with Burgers vector parallel to the interfaces are formed. At first sight, these dislocations appear similar to the misfit dislocations that accommodate lattice mismatch. However, further analysis indicated otherwise. The edge dislocations in Figs. 2 and 3 are marked by missing (22 0) planes in the Co 90 Fe 90 layer with respect to the copper substrate. This is interesting because copper atoms are bigger than the cobalt, nickel, or iron atoms that are in the layer deposited on the copper. As a result, the opposite ͓extra (22 0) planes͔ would have been expected from misfit dislocation considerations. We are unaware of previous reports of this kind of dislocation structure in this system. We have analyzed this dislocation structure further to better understand why it is formed.
Ideal bulk crystals were created for fcc copper, cobalt, and nickel ͑pure iron is not considered here since its bcc structure would complicate the analysis͒ by imposing periodic boundary conditions in all coordinate directions. A conjugate gradient method was then utilized to relax the periodic lengths and find the equilibrium positions of all the atoms. From these calculations, we obtain the lattice constants for copper, cobalt, and nickel crystals as 3.615, 3.549, and 3.520 Å, respectively. The percentage size differentials of cobalt and nickel with respect to copper are Ϫ1.826% and Ϫ2.628%, respectively. These negative size differentials cause tensile stress in epitaxially deposited cobalt or nickel layers and compressive stress in the copper substrate. Any missing planes in either the cobalt-or nickel-rich layers with respect to the copper layer increase this stress.
It is well known that the lattice parameter of a metal surface can be smaller than that of the bulk due to the effect of surface tension. One possibility for the appearance of the dislocation in Figs. 2 and 3 is that the surface lattice parameter of copper becomes smaller than that of the ferromagnetic layer deposited on to it. To explore this possibility, a conjugate gradient method was used to calculate the equilibrium lattice constant of a three-͑111͒-monolayer copper crystal. The plane spacing in the three coordinate directions for both the 3 ML copper crystal and bulk copper, together with the percentage changes of plane spacing of the 3 ML crystal with respect to those of the bulk crystal, are listed in Table I . Table I indicates that because of free surface effects the copper lattice shrinks in the in-plane ͓11 0͔ and ͓1 1 2͔ directions. These shrinkages cause a slight expansion in the third ͓111͔ direction. Even using the plane spacing d (2 2 4) which shrinks the most, the reduced lattice constant of 3.59 Å remains greater than the bulk lattice constants of both cobalt and nickel. It must be concluded that free surface effects alone cannot account for the observed dislocation formation.
To further explore the mismatch between the copper substrate and the deposited multilayer, we separated the deposited multilayer from the substrate. A conjugate gradient method was used to calculate the equilibrium crystal size of the stand-alone multilayer Co 90 Fe 10 /Ni 82 Fe 18 /Co 90 Fe 10 , the stand-alone copper substrate, and the joined system consisting of both the substrate and the multilayer Co 90 Fe 10 /Ni 82 Fe 18 /Co 90 Fe 10 /Cu. The strains ͑as described in Appendix C͒ were then calculated. The results of these calculations are compared in Table II . They indicate that the deposited multilayer must undergo overall positive strains ␥ of 0.09% in the x direction and 0.67% in the z direction to form the joined structure shown in Fig. 1 . They also show that the free-standing copper substrate must undergo a negative strain of Ϫ5.01% in the x direction and Ϫ1.54% in the z direction to form the joined structure.
One can also look at the mismatch between an ideally flat cobalt layer deposited on an ideally flat copper substrate with similar interfacial dislocations. We can assume that cobalt is relatively thicker than copper to mimic the simulated case. Because the cobalt layer is thick, it should have a negligible change in size when it is joined with the thin copper layer. This means that the cobalt layer retains the equilibrium size of the fcc bulk cobalt after it is joined with the copper layer. Using this as an approximation, the epitaxial strain of copper defined with respect to the equilibrium fcc bulk copper lattice constant can be directly calculated from the lattice constants. For the same two partial dislocations distributed over the same length scale in the x direction as shown in Fig. 1 , there are 68 (22 0) planes in the copper substrate and 66 (22 0) planes in the cobalt layer. The copper strain in the x direction is then (66a Co /a Cu Ϫ68)/68ϷϪ4.7%. This is close to the strain in the x direction listed in Table II. The analyses discussed above verify that the internal strains between the substrate and the deposited layers are essentially correctly represented in the simulations. The observed dislocations therefore do increase the mismatch strain during the deposition of the smaller-lattice-parameter cobalt or nickel layers on a copper substrate. Unlike the misfit dislocations discussed in continuum theories 8, 12 or in the atomistic simulation of a larger-lattice-mismatch system such as Au/Ni 0.8 Fe 0.2 , 35 the dislocations observed here are not equilibrium configurations. This is consistent with the finding that the dislocation density decreases at high deposition energies which promote equilibrium.
If missing planes are formed during deposition of smaller atoms on a surface composed of larger atoms, then they should more easily form during deposition of bigger atoms on a surface composed of smaller atoms. Numerous simulations were carried out to deposit Cu on a ͑111͒ Co substrate under similar kinetic conditions. As anticipated, a higher density of dislocations was observed. In this case, the dislocations were the conventional ''misfit'' dislocations.
V. DISLOCATION FORMATION MECHANISMS
To explore how the observed dislocations are created, we have analyzed the atomic scale structures intermittently during the growth process, Figs. 4͑a͒-4͑d͒. If the film had grown as a perfect fcc structure with an ABCABC... ͑111͒ stacking sequence, the atoms of any three adjacent planes should all be visible when viewed from the ͓111͔ ͑y͒ direction. At deposition time tϭ46 ps, Fig. 4͑a͒ , it can be seen from the y-projected image that the ͑111͒ planes have evolved to consist of three distinct regions. In the first region, all three different color atoms can be observed, consistent with a local fcc ͑ABCABC...͒ stacking sequence. In the second region, only purple and red atoms can be observed, indicative of local hcp ͑ABAB...͒ stacking. In the third region, no purple or red atoms can be observed, simply revealing that these domains have not yet been completely filled with atoms. At tϭ86 ps, Fig. 4͑b͒ , all the three planes have been almost filled. This leaves the ͑111͒ planes occupied by either fcc or hcp domains. With the further elapse of time to tϭ111 ps, Fig. 4͑c͒ , the boundaries between the fcc and the hcp domains appear to nucleate a missing (22 0) plane. Finally, at tϭ186 ps in Fig. 4͑d͒ , the missing plane representing a dislocation becomes clear in the z-projected image, and its horizontal location coincides exactly with the boundary between the fcc and the hcp domains. Comparing  Figs. 4͑c͒ and 4͑d͒ indicates that such dislocations are highly mobile on the ͑111͒ slip plane, as a significant lateral shift of dislocation location occurred within a very short period of time ͑75 ps͒.
The nucleation of the observed dislocations that are parallel to the surface would increase the mismatch energy between the layers of Co 90 Fe 10 and copper. It is interesting to understand why this occurred. It is noted that individual depositing atoms suffered only a small energy penalty when they occupied the wrong sites ͑i.e., hcp instead of fcc, or vice versa͒. For example, the binding energies of a single copper atom on the fcc and hcp sites of a ͑111͒ copper surface differ only by 0.002 eV. 47 As a result, there is a high probability of forming different stacking-fault domains during the growth of a CoFe ͑or NiFe͒ layer on the ͑111͒ surface of a fcc lattice. When the lateral boundaries ͑normal to the surface͒ of these fault domains meet, dislocations can be nucleated on the surface. While these dislocations may have high energies and are likely to be unstable, it requires the overcoming of a relatively higher energy barrier for them to anneal out. As a result, kinetically constrained atomic assembly can result in the direct nucleation of dislocations on the growth surface. Unlike the threading dislocation model, 8 these dislocations may form without preexisting threading dislocations.
The observations above explain why missing planes tend to occur in later deposited layers even though their lattice parameters are slightly smaller. Dislocations are nucleated by the contact of stacking fault/unfaulted domain boundaries. These domain boundaries have either extra planes or missing planes. However, since these boundaries are filled last during each layer growth, it is likely that they cannot be completely filled, resulting in missing planes, at least at the initial contact of domain boundaries. If the growth rate is low so that these boundaries are at the surface, the filling of the missing planes would require squeezing of extra rows of atoms into these locations in the top surface monolayer. This is energetically unfavorable, at least locally, because the local compressive strain energy caused by the discrete lattice will then be significantly larger than the global misfit strain energy, which is very small for a thin film thickness. If the growth rate is high enough so that the junctions of these domain boundaries are buried below the surface, then the filling of these places would require atoms to diffuse into these regions. These events are associated with significant activation energy barriers and less frequently occur under kinetically constrained growth conditions. As a result, edge dislocations with missing planes in the later deposited layers with respect to previously deposited layers are a natural product of the atomic assembly process during epitaxial deposition of the ͑111͒ surface of fcc multilayer lattices.
Under conditions that promote equilibrium, such as increasing deposition energy or substrate temperature, or reducing deposition rate, the combination of impact-energyinduced and thermally activated diffusion events can proceed sufficiently to anneal out defects. This explains why no dislocations were observed in similar simulations performed using adatom kinetic energies above 2.0 eV.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Molecular dynamics simulations of vapor deposition of a CoFe/NiFe/CoFe/Cu multilayer system revealed the following.
͑a͒ Edge dislocations can form along the interfaces under kinetically constrained growth conditions. These dislocations tend to have missing planes in the later deposited layer with respect to the earlier deposited layer. Therefore, they can either relieve or increase the misfit strain energy. The dislocations in the latter case differ from traditional ''misfit'' dislocations and are a manifestation of the highly nonequilibrium growth environment.
͑b͒ The misfit-energy-increasing dislocations are found to form directly on the surface. During the growth on the ͑111͒ surface of a fcc lattice, adatoms may either occupy fcc or hcp sites. This results in the formation of fcc and hcp domains on surface. The dislocations are a natural product of the joining of these domain boundaries. The missing planes in the later deposited layer simply resulted from the incomplete filling of these domain boundary regions under kinetically limited growth conditions.
͑c͒ The use of conditions that promote atom diffusion, such as an increase of the deposition energy, greatly reduces the probability of forming the mismatch-increasing dislocations.
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APPENDIX A: METAL ALLOY EMBEDDED ATOM METHOD POTENTIAL DATABASE
An integrated EAM potential database applicable to a number of metals and their alloys has been proposed. 42 This database has been modified and is briefly described here. In the EAM, the total energy E of the crystal can be expressed as
where i j represents the pair energy between atoms i and j separated by a distance r i j , and F i is the embedding energy associated with embedding an atom i into a local site with an electron density i . The electron density can be calculated using
with f j (r i j ) the electron density at the site of atom i arising from atom j at a distance r i j away. For a pure element a, the EAM potential is composed of three functions: the pair energy , the electron density , and the embedding energy F. For an alloy, the EAM potential contains not only the three functions , , and F for each of the constituent elements, but also the pair energy ab between different elements a and b (a b). In general, the published EAM potentials for atoms of a single element are based upon different reference states and inconsistent interaction cutoff distances. As a result, the functions , , and F fitted for elemental metals cannot be directly applied to alloy or multilayer systems. However, by normalizing the EAM potentials and introducing an EAM alloy model, 38 a procedure to generalize the EAM potentials and their cutoff distance has been recently proposed. 42 This enables alloy EAM potentials to be constructed from elemental EAM potentials. Such alloy potentials have been used in MD simulations to produce results that are encouragingly seen in experiments. 42 In this EAM alloy potential model, the generalized elemental pair potentials are written 
͑A3͒
where r e is the equilibrium spacing between nearest neighbors, A, B, ␣, and ␤ are four adjustable parameters, and and are two additional parameters for the cutoff. The electron density function is taken with the same form as the attractive term in the pair potential with the same values of ␤ and , i.e., f ͑ r ͒ϭ f e exp͓Ϫ␤͑r/r e Ϫ1 ͔͒ 1ϩ͑r/r e Ϫ ͒
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.
͑A4͒
The pair potential between different species a and b is then constructed as
Embedding energy functions that work well over a wide range of electron density require that three equations be used This generalized EAM potential has been extended to include 16 metals and their solutions. The parameters needed to define the EAM model for these metals are listed in Table  III . These potentials are well fitted to basic material properties such as lattice constants, elastic constants, bulk moduli, vacancy formation energies, and sublimation energies, and they predict reasonably well the heats of solution. The recent development of this potential database has enabled the use of molecular dynamics for the simulation of a variety of multilayer assembly from alloy vapors such as the one reported here. Provided one is not dealing with metal compound formation, the potential provides a reasonable approximation to the interactions between different metal elements in metallic solutions.
APPENDIX B: ENERGETICS OF DISLOCATIONS
The simulations identified the existence of nonequilibrium edge dislocations. It is important to quantify the energy of these dislocations to better understand their formation. To be consistent with the continuum analysis, the mismatch strain energy and dislocation line energy need to be separated. This means that in atomistic simulation, the dislocation line energy can be calculated only for pure elements. Pure nickel was calculated.
The dislocation energy can be viewed as the extra energy of a crystal containing a dislocation with respect to a crystal without a dislocation. A (a/2)͗110͘ edge dislocations can be created in fcc computational crystals by inserting ͑or removing͒ two adjacent ͕220͖ planes in half of the crystal above the ͕111͖ slip plane. 48 After relaxing the crystal, the (a/2)͗110͘ dislocation naturally dissociates into two (a/6)͗112͘ Shockley partial dislocations bounding a stacking-fault ribbon on the ͕111͖ slip plane, 48 similar to the case observed here. While a free surface parallel to the slip plane can be used, periodic boundary conditions need to be used in the other two directions in order to calculate the dislocation energies. This is equivalent to simulating an array of dislocations aligning along the slip plane. Because the number of ͕220͖ planes above the slip plane is different from that below, there is a mismatch strain between the top and bottom parts of the crystal. This mismatch strain is a constant and will never vanish as the crystal thickness is increased. However, dislocations are linear defects and their strain field should vanish when the distance from the dislocation core is large. To resolve this problem, we used an alternative approach to create edge dislocations that allows accurate determination of dislocation energies. 35 Assume that the energy of the relaxed crystals without dislocations and with a pair of partial dislocations are E 0 and E d , respectively, the dislocation line energy for one (a/6)͗112͘ partial dislocation is
where sf is the stacking-fault energy, d is the separation between the two dislocations, and d is the periodic length along the dislocation direction. A slab crystal with periodic boundary conditions in the in-plane directions and free surface boundary conditions in the thickness direction was used to calculate the stacking-fault energy. A stacking fault was created in the middle plane of the thickness by shifting the upper part with respect to the lower part by a vector of (a/6)͗112͘. The stacking-fault energy was calculated as the energy difference of the relaxed crystals with and without the stacking fault normalized by the total stacking-fault area. For nickel, we found sf ϭ0.0074 eV/Å 2 . Since the thin film thickness lies in the dislocation core regime, the dependence of dislocation energy on film thickness needs to be addressed. This was achieved by studying crystals with different deposited layer thicknesses. The dislocation energy as a function of number of deposited monolayers is shown in Fig. 5 .
In continuum theory, the edge dislocation has an energy of ϭ0.2529, the dislocation line energy was calculated as a function of the number of deposited monolayers using Eq. ͑B2͒, and the results are included in Fig. 5 . It is interesting to see that the continuum prediction is fairly close to that of the atomistic simulations. The atomistic simulations gave slightly higher results. It should be noted that continuum theories are based on an elastic anisotropic ratio of Aϭ1, while a nickel single crystal has an anisotropic ratio of A ϭ2.5. Dislocation core structures are also ignored in continuum models. Furthermore, continuum theories usually take the dislocation core radius at the unrealistically small value of b to try to account for the core energy. Both approximations are accurately treated in the atomistic simulations.
APPENDIX C: DEFINITION OF STRAINS
The strains discussed here refer to the normal strains created when individual free-standing layers are joined to form multilayers. Let the relaxed length of a given free-standing layer ͑either substrate or deposited layer͒ be ␣, f , and the length of the joined substrate/multilayer structure be ␣, j , where the first subscript ␣ϭ1,2,3 defines the three coordinate directions x, y, and z, and the second subscripts f and j mean the free-standing layer and joined structure, respectively. The strain in the ␣ direction can be written as
